Bigfoot Tents "Quick Tent" Assembly Instructions
The Roof Top Tent sits high and mighty with the next generation car, truck, SUV and trailer tents.
Designed for holiday fun or for the true outdoorsman, the Roof Top Tent is practical and simple;
eliminating the hassle of finding a flat dry location or spending extensive time setting up your tent.
Mother nature is no match for our sturdy weather tight Camping Tents. Sleep safe and sound above
mud, rocks, dirt, critters and never wake up in a pool of water again.
Wake up feeling fresh and alive after a good nights sleep on a high-density foam mattress standard
in every Bigfoot Roof Tent! Lightweight and mounts on virtually any car, truck, SUV or trailer.

PACKING LIST：

1×Roof Top Tent

(Tent&Foam mattress)

2×Sets for ladder

2×Wrench

1×Ladder

4×sets for Aluminum bar

1×Instruction

2 x Aluminum bar

8× Wires

1×Travel Cover

8×Screw

INSTALLATION MANUAL:
1.

Open the tent, take out all accessories from the inside of the tent.

2.

Fix the aluminum bar under the bed base according to the holes.

3.

Fix the ladder to the tent base according to the holes under the bed base

4. Choose a desired direction in relation to the roof rack on your car to install the tent.

①Side open

②Back open

5.

Slide the top & bottom cover in the bed base

6. zip up the cover and fasten all straps.

OPERATION INSTRUCTION:
1.

Open the travel cover by unzipping; unfasten the straps; stretch the ladder

2.

Open the tent by dragging the ladder, and adjust to a suitable position.

3.

Set up the window & door flap with the wires

ANNEX （If you buy the annex room）

Peg×4

Annex×1

Slide the annex in the bed base, adjust it
to its proper position, fasten straps to
ladder and fix 4 pegs.

Cautions
1.

Do not move a vehicle with an open roof top tent on it

2.

70 mph Speed Limit

3.

Use the ladder according to the ladder instructions

4.

Max load of tent base: 660 lbs (but depends on the vehicle itself at the top of the load-bearing)

5.

Can withstand wind force level 5

6.

Dry out the tent ASAP after a rainy day, do not keep it packed up while wet

